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Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is a neuronal growth factor critical for the development and maintenance of central and
peripheral neurons. GDNF is expressed in targets of innervation and provides support to several populations of large, projection neurons.
To determine whether GDNF promotes retrograde survival over long axonal distances to cell bodies, we used a compartmentalized
culture system. GDNF supported only modest and transient survival of postnatal sympathetic neurons when applied to their distal axons,
in contrast to dorsal root ganglion (DRG) sensory neurons in which GDNF promoted survival equally well from either distal axons or cell
bodies. Ret, the receptor tyrosine kinase for GDNF, underwent rapid proteasomal degradation in the axons of sympathetic neurons.
Interestingly, the level of activated Ret in DRG neurons was sustained in the axons and also appeared in the cell bodies, suggesting that Ret
was not degraded in sensory axons and was retrogradely transported. Pharmacologic inhibition of proteasomes only in the distal axons
of sympathetic neurons caused an accumulation of activated Ret in both the axons and cell bodies during GDNF stimulation. Further-
more, exposure of the distal axons of sympathetic neurons to both GDNF and proteasome inhibitors, but neither one alone, promoted
robust survival, identical to GDNF applied directly to the cell bodies. This differential responsiveness of sympathetic and sensory neurons
to target-derived GDNF was attributable to the differential expression and degradation of the Ret9 and Ret51 isoforms. Therefore, the
local degradation of Ret in axons dictates whether GDNF family ligands act as retrograde survival factors.

Introduction
Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is the found-
ing member of the family of neuronal growth factors known as
the GDNF family ligands (GFLs), which includes neurturin
(NRTN), persephin, and artemin (ARTN) (Lin et al., 1993;
Kotzbauer et al., 1996; Baloh et al., 1998; Milbrandt et al., 1998;
Rosenblad et al., 2000). GDNF is responsible for neural develop-
ment (Henderson et al., 1994; Arenas et al., 1995; Buj-Bello et al.,
1995; Li et al., 1995; Mount et al., 1995; Oppenheim et al., 1995;
Trupp et al., 1995), kidney morphogenesis (Moore et al., 1996;
Pichel et al., 1996; Sánchez et al., 1996; Vega et al., 1996; Enomoto
et al., 2000), and spermatogenesis (Meng et al., 2000; Jain et al.,
2004). These functions are conveyed via activation of the receptor
tyrosine kinase Ret (Durbec et al., 1996; Treanor et al., 1996; Vega
et al., 1996). To activate Ret, GDNF first binds with high affinity
to the coreceptor GDNF receptor �-1 (GFR�1), and then as a
complex, GDNF and GFR�1 bind and activate Ret (Jing et al.,
1996; Treanor et al., 1996; Sanicola et al., 1997; Cacalano et al.,

1998). GDNF is also capable of promoting signaling events via
binding to GFR�1 alone (Poteryaev et al., 1999; Trupp et al.,
1999; Pozas and Ibanez, 2005) and, as a complex with a second
receptor, neuronal cell adhesion molecule (Paratcha et al., 2003).

During development, neurotrophic factors are often ex-
pressed by targets of innervation, thus activating receptors on the
growth cones and axon terminals of innervating neurons. Neu-
rotrophic factors that convey long-distance retrograde axonal
signals, such as neurotrophins, are critical regulators of target-
dependent survival and maintenance (Levi-Montalcini, 1987).
The functions of GFLs in vivo occur over both anatomically short
and long distances. GDNF, for example, is critical for kidney
morphogenesis and enteric precursor survival and migration
(Moore et al., 1996; Pichel et al., 1996; Sánchez et al., 1996; Vega
et al., 1996; Enomoto et al., 2000), which are both highly localized
events. Conversely, GDNF is required for the development of
sensory and motor neurons and is expressed either en route or
at their targets of innervation (Trupp et al., 1995; Wright and
Snider, 1996; Molliver et al., 1997; Garcès et al., 2000; Oppen-
heim et al., 2000; Haase et al., 2002; Whitehead et al., 2005; Albers
et al., 2006; Kramer et al., 2006). Thus, GFLs likely have both
short-distance and long-distance functions.

Sympathetic neurons of the superior cervical ganglion (SCG)
in vivo do not retrogradely transport GDNF or NRTN, in contrast
to sensory and motor neurons, which do retrogradely transport
them (Yan et al., 1995; Leitner et al., 1999). If GFLs are a compo-
nent of the retrograde signal itself, similar to the neurotrophins
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that require ligand–receptor complexes, then GFLs are not likely
to be retrograde survival factors for sympathetic neurons in vivo
but are likely to act in a retrograde manner for sensory neurons.
In vitro studies, however, suggest that GDNF is capable of sup-
porting the survival of SCG neurons when activating receptors on
distal axons (Coulpier and Ibanez, 2004). To clarify the precise
activity of GFLs in the retrograde survival of peripheral neurons,
we used compartmentalized cultures of sympathetic and dorsal
root ganglion (DRG) sensory neurons. Importantly, elucidation
of the molecular determinants for the long-distance signaling
capacities of GFLs will provide a more precise understanding of
the physiologic functions of GFLs.

Materials and Methods
Compartmentalized cultures of primary neurons. Compartmentalized cul-
tures of peripheral neurons (isolated from SCGs or DRGs) were assem-
bled as described previously (Tsui-Pierchala and Ginty, 1999). Briefly,
compartmentalized chambers (Camp10; Tyler Scientific) were placed
onto culture dishes using silicone vacuum grease. Leaking chambers were
identified by adding culture medium only in the side compartments and
placing the chambers into a 37°C culture incubator overnight. After plat-
ing the neurons into the central cell body compartment, leakage was
again tested by placing medium only into the central compartment and
removing the medium from the side compartments. After incubation
overnight, the chambers that leaked were identified, removed, and dis-
assembled. To produce primary sympathetic neurons, SCGs were surgi-
cally dissected from embryonic day 20 (E20) to postnatal day 0 (P0)
Sprague Dawley rat pups or E18 to P0 BALB/c mice (Charles River Lab-
oratories). These ganglia were enzymatically dissociated and plated into
the center compartments. For SCG neurons, the dishes were coated with
rat tail collagen. For compartmentalized cultures of sensory neurons,
DRGs from all spinal levels were dissected from E15 Sprague Dawley rats
(Charles River Laboratories), dissociated, and plated into the compart-
mentalized chambers in a manner identical to the SCG neurons. DRG
neurons were seeded onto the dishes that were coated with Matrigel (BD
Biosciences). Glial cells were eliminated from the cultures by including
5-fluoro-2-deoxyuridine (20 �M) and aphidicolin (5 �g/ml) in the cul-
ture medium (Sigma).

Neuronal treatments and survival assays. Sympathetic neurons were
maintained in compartmentalized cultures for 5– 6 d in vitro (DIV)
(equivalent to P5 in vivo) before they were stimulated with GFLs. All
compartmentalized cultures were maintained with NGF only in the distal
axon compartments for 2 d before GFL stimulation. NGF was removed
from the terminals, and blocking antibodies to NGF were added to all
compartments. GDNF, NRTN, or ARTN were added to either the cell
body or distal axon compartments at a 50 ng/ml concentration. In some
cases, the cell bodies or axons were treated with NGF (50 ng/ml). For
pharmacologic inhibition of proteasomes selectively on axons, epoxomi-
cin (5 �M; Biomol Research Laboratories) was added only to the distal
axon compartments 30 min before stimulation with GDNF. In all nega-
tive controls, the appropriate vehicle was included at the same concen-
tration (all GFLs were 1000� stock solutions in dilute acetic acid;
epoxomicin was in a 500� stock in DMSO). Sensory neurons were main-
tained in compartmentalized cultures for 8 DIV (equivalent of P4) before
being treated in the same manner as the sympathetic neurons. The NGF-
dependent population of DRG neurons was selected for, rather than the
BDNF- and neurotrophin-3 (NT-3)-dependent populations, by only
providing NGF (50 ng/ml) to these compartmentalized cultures.

Survival experiments were conducted by first imaging the entire cell
body compartment using an inverted microscope with a motorized stage
(Carl Zeiss) just before the growth factor stimulation. The neurons were
then reimaged every day for 4 consecutive days. The images taken at day
0 were compared with images taken on subsequent days, and the indi-
vidual neurons were followed by a naive observer. Neurons that re-
mained phase bright with smooth cell bodies were considered alive,
whereas those that became phase dark with rough cell bodies and gran-
ulated, discontinuous processes were considered dead (Deckwerth and
Johnson, 1993). The percentage of surviving neurons was calculated

from these cell counts and compared over two to three independent
dishes from three independent cultures. The percentage of apoptotic
neurons was ascertained by staining the compartmentalized cultures on
the last day of the experiment (48 or 96 h) with Hoechst 33258 (Sigma).
Neurons that had pyknotic nuclei (condensed nuclei, often with sev-
eral small, bright blebs) were considered as undergoing apoptosis.
The percentage of apoptotic cells was determined by comparing the
number of apoptotic neurons with the total number of nuclei (apo-
ptotic and alive) in each dish. The percentage of neuronal survival
correlated closely with the percentage of apoptotic neurons measured
using nuclear morphology.

Immunoprecipitations and immunoblotting. Compartmentalized cul-
tures of sympathetic or sensory neurons were stimulated with GDNF (50
ng/ml) or NGF (50 ng/ml) on the distal axons or cell bodies for the length
of time described in each figure legend. The dishes were then placed on
ice, gently washed twice with PBS, pH 7.4, and lysed with immunopre-
cipitation buffer [Tris-buffered saline (TBS), pH 7.4, 1% Nonidet P-40,
10% glycerol, 500 �M sodium vanidate, and protease inhibitors] as de-
scribed previously (Tsui-Pierchala and Ginty, 1999; Tsui-Pierchala et al.,
2002a). Ret51 was immunoprecipitated using Ret51-selective anti-
bodies (C20; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and these immunoprecipi-
tates were subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by electroblotting onto
polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Immobilon P; Millipore Cor-
poration). Western blot analysis was performed on these blots using
phosphotyrosine antibodies to detect the amount of activated Ret
(4G10; Millipore Corporation) and anti-Ret51 using an antibody that
has been described previously (Tsui-Pierchala et al., 2002b). Super-
natants from these immunoprecipitations served as loading controls
and were subjected to anti-actin Western blot analysis (I19; Santa
Cruz Biotechnology). In some cases, TrkA was analyzed via immuno-
precipitation and Western blotting using a pan-Trk antibody (C14;
Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Each biochemical experiment was per-
formed two to three times with similar results. Quantifications of
immunoblots were performed on scanned images of the films using
NIH ImageJ software.

Cell surface biotinylation. Primary DRG neurons were gently placed on
ice, washed with ice-cold PBS, and treated with sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (2
mM; Pierce) in PBS for 30 min on ice. The cells were then gently washed
with TBS and detergent extracted using immunoprecipitation buffer.
Cell surface, biotinylated proteins were purified using streptavidin aga-
rose (Pierce). Supernatants from this streptavidin pulldown were then
subjected to immunoprecipitation with Ret51 antibodies as described
above. For biotinylation of the distal axons of compartmentalized cul-
tures of SCG neurons, only the distal axon compartments were washed
with PBS and subjected to biotinylation for 20 min at 4°C with sulfo-
NHS-LC-Biotin (1 mM in PBS; Pierce). The distal axon compartments
were then washed with TBS, given normal culture medium and returned
to the incubator before the treatments described in Results. Isolation of
biotinylated proteins using streptavidin agarose was conducted as de-
scribed above 24 h after the surface biotinylation of the distal axons.

Quantitative real-time reverse transcription-PCR. Primary SCG neu-
rons grown on 35 mm plates were exposed to GDNF for 3 or 24 h, or
vehicle alone, before RNA extraction using the Absolutely RNA purifica-
tion miniprep kit (Stratagene). cDNA was produced from this RNA (10
ng per reaction) by reverse transcription (RT) by using random primers
and the AccuScript high-fidelity first-strand cDNA synthesis kit (Strat-
agene). Rat ret gene-specific probe-based primers were obtained from
TaqMan Gene Expression Assays and used for the relative quantitative
RT-PCR using an ABI Prism 7900HT Sequence Detector (Applied
Biosystems). Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
probe-based primers were used as the endogenous control. The quanti-
fication and normalization of results were based on computation of ret
threshold cycle values (Ct) and GAPDH Ct values. All samples were run
in triplicate and repeated in two independent experiments. The relative
expression and quantification analysis was performed using Sequence
Detection Systems software (Applied Biosystems).
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Results
GFLs do not support the long-term retrograde survival
of sympathetic neurons
To determine whether GFLs can support the retrograde sur-
vival of sympathetic neurons, postnatal neurons from the SCG
were established in compartmentalized cultures in which their
distal axons projected into separate, fluid compartments (Tsui-
Pierchala and Ginty, 1999). After 5–7 DIV, GDNF was applied
only to the distal axons of these neurons. The survival of SCG
neurons in response to GDNF applied to their axons was moni-
tored using two independent methods. First, the percentage of

surviving neurons was determined. This was accomplished by
capturing phase-contrast images of the entire cell body compart-
ment on the day of GDNF treatment (day 0). These same neurons
were then reimaged 1, 2, 3, and 4 d later. By comparing these
images, individual neurons could be followed, and we were able
to ascertain neurons that survived or died. Neurons were consid-
ered “dead” when they transitioned from having a smooth, round
phase-bright cell body to having a phase-dark, atrophic, granu-
lated cell body typical of SCG neurons undergoing apoptosis
(Deckwerth and Johnson, 1993). Second, neuronal nuclei were
stained with Hoechst 33258 at the end of the experimental treat-
ments. The number of neurons that had pyknotic nuclei (con-
densed and fragmented nuclei) was counted, and a percentage of
apoptotic neurons was determined.

GDNF, over the course of 4 d, did not support the sustained
survival of sympathetic neurons when only applied to the distal
axons (Fig. 1A,B). GDNF promoted a modest survival at 2 d
compared with the treatment of distal axons with medium alone,
but this survival was transient and disappeared within 3– 4 d (Fig.
1A,B). In contrast, GDNF provided directly to the cell bodies
supported the survival of 50 – 60% of sympathetic neurons, sim-
ilar to what has been reported for mass cultures of rat sympathetic
neurons (Fig. 1A,B). These results indicate that, although GDNF
is capable of supporting the survival of sympathetic neurons
when activating receptors on the cell body, GDNF does not sup-
port long-term survival across larger, retrograde distances. This is
also in contrast to NGF, which supported the long-term survival
of �90% of neurons from the distal axons (Fig. 1A,B).

Sympathetic neurons express GFR�1, GFR�2, and GFR�3
and are capable of responding to GDNF, NRTN, and ARTN.
ARTN is an axon guidance factor for embryonic sympathetic
neurons that is expressed by the vasculature (Honma et al., 2002).
To determine whether ARTN was capable of promoting survival
in a retrograde manner, compartmentalized cultures of sympa-
thetic neurons were exposed to ARTN directly on their distal
axons. Although ARTN supported the survival of sympathetic
neurons when provided directly to their cell bodies, ARTN could

Figure 1. GFLs do not support the long-term retrograde survival of sympathetic neurons.
Compartmentalized cultures of SCG neurons were maintained in NGF only on the distal axons,
and, after 5– 6 DIV, NGF was removed from this compartment. The neurons were then treated
with medium alone, NGF, or GDNF on their cell bodies (CB) or on their distal axons (DA). Each day
thereafter, the entire cell body compartment was imaged, and the number of surviving neurons
was determined by comparing these images with images captured just before the treatments
(A). In B, the number of apoptotic neurons was determined. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst
33258 after 48 h of growth factor stimulation, and the percentage of cells with condensed
(pyknotic) nuclei was determined. C, The percentage of apoptotic neurons was ascertained after
ARTN treatment of either the cell bodies or distal axons of sympathetic neurons. Three indepen-
dent experiments were conducted for each panel, with two to three independent dishes mea-
sured for each condition in each experiment. Measurements of the percentage of apoptotic cells
(B, C) correlated precisely with the survival data (A). The data are graphed as the mean � SEM.
**p � 0.01; N.S., no statistically significant difference.

Figure 2. GDNF is a retrograde survival factor for DRG sensory neurons. Compartmentalized
cultures of DRG neurons were maintained by NGF on the distal axons. After 8 DIV, NGF was
removed and the neurons were then treated with medium alone, NGF, or GDNF on their cell
bodies (CB) or on their distal axons (DA). The number of apoptotic cells were determined by
staining the neurons with Hoechst 33258 and counting the number of cells with condensed
nuclei. Three independent experiments were conducted on two to three independent dishes for
each condition in each experiment. The data are graphed as the mean � SEM; *p � 0.05. There
was no significant difference in neuronal survival between GDNF applied to the cell bodies or
distal axons.
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not support their survival from distal ax-
ons (Fig. 1C). This was again in contrast to
NGF, which supported SCG neuron sur-
vival when applied to distal axons (Fig.
1C). NRTN also did not support the long-
distance survival of SCG neurons when
provided to their distal axons (data not
shown). Therefore, GFLs are not long-
term retrograde survival factors for post-
natal sympathetic neurons, although they
are capable of supporting survival locally
from cell bodies.

GDNF is a retrograde survival factor for
sensory neurons
A subpopulation of nociceptive sensory
neurons switch from expressing TrkA and
requiring NGF for survival prenatally to
expressing Ret and using GDNF and
NRTN for their postnatal maintenance
(Molliver et al., 1997; Luo et al., 2007). To
determine whether GDNF supports the
survival of sensory neurons when Ret is
only activated on distal axons and termi-
nals, compartmentalized cultures of DRG
sensory neurons were examined. DRGs
dissected from E15 rat embryos were
enzymatically dissociated, plated into
compartmentalized cultures, and initially
supported by providing NGF to the axon
terminals. These neurons were then given
GDNF directly to the cell bodies or only to
the distal axons, and the percentage of ap-
optotic neurons were examined 4 d later.
In contrast to its effects on SCG neurons,
GDNF supported a similar extent of sur-
vival regardless of whether it was applied
to the distal axons or directly onto the cell
bodies of DRG neurons (Fig. 2). NGF also
inhibited the apoptosis of sensory neu-
rons equally well from the distal axons
and cell bodies (Fig. 2). NGF supported
the survival of more sensory neurons
than GDNF did, which is consistent
with the observation that only a subset of
TrkA-positive neurons switch their ex-
pression to Ret and are supported by GFLs
(Molliver et al., 1997; Luo et al., 2007).
These results indicate that GDNF is a retro-
grade survival factor for DRG sensory neu-
rons, in contrast to sympathetic neurons.

Ret that is activated in distal axons of
sympathetic neurons does not appear to
be retrogradely transported, in contrast
to sensory neurons
As a first step toward determining the
mechanism responsible for the lack of ret-
rograde GFL signaling in sympathetic neurons, the subcellular
distribution of the GDNF receptor components was determined.
Sympathetic neurons expressed Ret9, Ret51, and GFR�1 in both
their distal axons and cell bodies (Fig. 3A). GFR�1 was enriched
significantly in the distal axons compared with the cell bodies. There-

fore, the lack of a receptor component does not account for the
failure of GDNF to support the retrograde survival of sympathetic
neurons from distal axons.

Ret is rapidly degraded during its activation in sympathetic
neurons, which is the predominant mechanism responsible for

Figure 3. During activation, Ret is degraded locally in axons of sympathetic neurons but not sensory neurons. A, Whole-cell
extracts were produced from both the cell bodies (CB) and distal axons (DA) of sympathetic neurons that were maintained with NGF
applied only to the distal axons. These extracts were then immunoblotted with antibodies to Ret9, Ret51, and actin as a control for
the amounts of protein analyzed in each condition. Note that the amount of Ret9 and Ret51 cannot be compared with each other
because the primary antibodies have differing sensitivities. Ba, Compartmentalized cultures of sympathetic neurons were treated
with medium alone or GDNF (50 ng/ml) on the distal axons for 15 min, 4 h, or 20 h. In a separate set of dishes, neurons were treated
with GDNF directly on the cell bodies (labeled above the panels). The compartmentalized cultures were then detergent extracted,
and these extracts from the cell body (CB; bottom 3 panels) and distal axon compartments (DA; top 3 panels) were subjected to
Ret51 immunoprecipitation. These immunoprecipitates (IPs) were immunoblotted with phosphotyrosine antibodies and after-
ward were stripped and reprobed with Ret51 antibodies. Actin immunoblotting of the immunoprecipitation supernatants con-
firmed that similar amounts of protein were analyzed. Bb, In an additional group of compartmentalized cultures analyzed
simultaneously with the experiments described in Ba, the distal axons were treated with NGF (50 ng/ml) for 24 h and subjected to
phospho-TrkA analysis in a similar manner to the Ret analysis. C, Compartmentalized cultures of DRG neurons were stimulated with
medium alone or GDNF on the distal axons (DA). After 24 h, the cell bodies and distal axons were detergent extracted and analyzed
as in B. These experiments were performed two to three times with similar results. Mr, Molecular weight; W, Western blot.
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the termination of GDNF signaling in these cells (Pierchala et al.,
2006). To examine the possibility that Ret activated in distal ax-
ons is degraded locally in axons, thereby limiting its capacity to be
retrogradely transported and support retrograde survival, the
levels of activated Ret were examined in compartmentalized cul-
tures of SCG neurons. When sympathetic neurons were stimu-
lated with GDNF only on their distal axons, Ret was robustly
activated within 15 min in axons (Fig. 3Ba). The levels of acti-
vated Ret declined over time and almost completely disappeared
in the distal axons after 20 h of GDNF treatment (Fig. 3Ba).
Importantly, the level of Ret51 itself rapidly declined in axons and
was essentially absent after 20 h of GDNF stimulation. This was in
stark contrast to the activation of TrkA by NGF, which supported
the sustained activation of TrkA within distal axons for �24 h of
NGF stimulation (Fig. 3Bb). The extent of the retrograde appear-
ance of activated Ret in the cell bodies of these neurons was also
examined. Phosphorylated Ret did not appear in the cell bodies of
SCG neurons, even after 20 h of GDNF treatment, suggesting that
activated Ret was not retrogradely transported from the distal
axons of sympathetic neurons to the cell bodies. Direct activation
of Ret located in cell bodies with GDNF confirmed that we were
able to detect the appearance of activated Ret in cell bodies, but
that there was no detectible movement of activated Ret from the
distal axons to the cell bodies (Fig. 3Ba). This again was in con-
trast to NGF stimulation of the distal axons of SCG neurons,
which resulted in the significant appearance of activated TrkA in
their cell bodies (Fig. 3Bb). Together, these data suggest that Ret,
during activation in distal axons, is not retrogradely transported
at detectible levels to the cell bodies of sympathetic neurons, in
contrast to TrkA activated by NGF.

To determine whether the retrograde movement of activated
Ret could be detected in sensory neurons, DRG neurons main-
tained in compartmentalized cultures were stimulated with
GDNF only on their distal axons. The levels of phosphorylated
Ret were then determined biochemically in the axons and cell
bodies. Even 24 h after GDNF stimulation, activated Ret was
sustained in the distal axons and also appeared in the cell bodies
(Fig. 3C). The levels of Ret51 itself were also sustained in the distal
axons and terminals of sensory neurons, suggesting that activated
Ret was not degraded rapidly in sensory neurons and could be
retrogradely transported to cell bodies (Fig. 3C). It should be
noted that there was no anterograde appearance of activated Ret
in the distal axons of SCG neurons after activation of receptors on
their cell bodies (Fig. 3Ba), indicating that activated Ret only
moves retrogradely. Together, these results suggest that activated
Ret was rapidly degraded in SCG neurons that eliminated its
retrograde movement to cell bodies, in contrast to DRG neurons.
Interestingly, these biochemical data correlate with the absence of
retrograde survival of SCG neurons in response to GDNF, along
with the ability of DRG neurons to be supported by “target-
derived” GDNF.

Proteasomal degradation of Ret locally in the axons
of sympathetic neurons limits the survival-promoting
effects of GDNF
During activation, Ret51 is degraded predominantly by the pro-
teasome (Pierchala et al., 2006). To determine whether the loss of
activated Ret from the axons of sympathetic neurons is attribut-
able to its local proteasomal degradation in axons, proteasome
inhibitors were used. When proteasomes were inhibited pharma-
cologically only in the distal axons (epoxomicin, 5 �M) and these
axons were stimulated with GDNF, a high level of activated Ret
was sustained, even after 24 h of GDNF stimulation (Fig. 4A).

Activated Ret also appeared in the cell bodies of these neurons
under these conditions (Fig. 4A). In contrast, stimulation of ax-
ons with GDNF alone led to the loss of Ret from the axon termi-
nals, and there was no significant increase in the level of activated
Ret in cell bodies after 24 h (Fig. 4A). To determine whether the
activated Ret that appeared in the cell bodies was the result of
retrograde transport of activated Ret from the distal axons, cell
surface biotinylation experiments were conducted. Cell surface
proteins only on the distal axons were labeled using a membrane-

Figure 4. The axonal degradation of activated Ret limits the retrograde signaling capacity of
GDNF. A, Compartmentalized cultures of SCG neurons were treated with medium alone, GDNF,
or GDNF with epoxomicin only on their distal axons (DA). After 24 h, the cell bodies and distal
axons were detergent extracted, and the levels and phosphorylation status of Ret were ana-
lyzed as in Figure 3. B, Cell surface proteins of the distal axons of SCG neurons grown in com-
partmentalized cultures were biotinylated or exposed to buffer alone. The neurons were next
stimulated with GDNF or medium alone in the presence of epoxomicin that was also applied
only on the distal axons. Twenty-four hours later, biotinylated proteins were isolated using
streptavidin agarose, and the remainder of Ret51 was immunoprecipitated from these super-
natants of the streptavidin pulldown. The levels of phosphorylated Ret were analyzed as in A. C,
Compartmentalized cultures of sympathetic neurons were maintained in NGF only on their
distal axons for 6 DIV. These neurons were then treated with medium alone, GDNF on their cell
bodies or on their distal axons, epoxomicin on their distal axons, or with GDNF and epoxomicin
on their distal axons. The number of apoptotic neurons in each condition was determined as in
Figure 1, and the data were graphed as the mean � SEM. CB, Cell body; DA, distal axon; IP,
immunoprecipitation; Mr, molecular weight; N.S., no statistically significant difference; W,
Western blot.
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impermeant biotinylation reagent that was added only to the axon
compartments of compartmentalized cultures of sympathetic neu-
rons. The distal axons of these neurons were then stimulated with
GDNF or medium alone in the presence of proteasome inhibitors
and, after 24 h, the retrogradely transported proteins were iso-
lated from the cell bodies using streptavidin agarose (Fig. 4B).
Autophosphorylated, biotinylated Ret was detected in the cell
bodies of sympathetic neurons only when their distal axons were
stimulated with GDNF (Fig. 4B). As a control, no autophospho-
rylated Ret was detected in the streptavidin pulldown from
GDNF-stimulated neurons that were not biotinylated, confirm-
ing the specificity of the streptavidin agarose. Ret51 immunopre-
cipitation of the supernatants from the streptavidin pulldowns
confirmed that GDNF stimulation of axons activated Ret in a
sustained manner (because of axonal proteasome inhibition) re-
gardless of whether the distal axons were biotinylated or not (Fig.
4B). As an additional control, we examined whether GDNF stim-
ulation of sympathetic neurons may increase the transcription of
Ret, thereby affecting the amount of total Ret observed in these
neurons. To this end, quantitative RT-PCR of Ret mRNA was
performed on sympathetic neurons stimulated with GDNF or
medium alone. There was no major difference in the level of Ret
mRNA after 24 h of GDNF stimulation of sympathetic neurons
(fold change of ret expression relative to no GDNF treatment was
0.85 � 0.05, mean � range). We also did not observe any differ-

ence in the expression of Ret mRNA after 3 h of GDNF treatment
(data not shown), indicating that Ret activation did not upregu-
late its own transcription in primary sympathetic neurons. To-
gether, these data indicate that, when Ret was activated by GDNF
in distal axons, it was degraded in axons, thus preventing it from
being retrogradely transported to the cell bodies.

To determine whether the axonal degradation of Ret accounts
for the inability of sympathetic neurons to survive in response to
GDNF applied only to the distal axons, the extent of sympathetic
neuron survival was ascertained under this same set of condi-
tions. As seen previously (Fig. 1), GDNF applied to the distal
axons of sympathetic neurons did not prevent their apoptotic
death (Fig. 4C). Application of proteasome inhibitors alone to the
distal axons also did not support SCG neuron survival. Interest-
ingly, stimulation of the distal axons of sympathetic neurons with
GDNF in the presence of proteasome inhibitors supported their
survival as effectively as GDNF provided directly to the cell bodies
(Fig. 4C). These data demonstrate that the proteasomal degrada-
tion of activated Ret in the axons of sympathetic neurons pre-
vents the generation of a retrograde GDNF signal that would
support their survival.

The scarcity of Ret9 in sympathetic neurons accounts for
their lack of retrograde GFL survival
It has been reported previously that SCG neurons express pre-
dominantly the Ret51 isoform of Ret (Tsui-Pierchala et al.,
2002b). In fact, SCG neurons have a 4:1 protein ratio of Ret51 to
Ret9. Because Ret51 is the most rapidly degraded isoform and has
a half-life of only 1 h (Scott et al., 2005; Pierchala et al., 2006), we

Figure 5. The level of Ret9 expression dictates whether the retrograde survival of sympa-
thetic neurons can be supported by GDNF. Compartmentalized cultures of Ret �/� (left 3 col-
umns) or Ret 9/9 (right 3 columns) sympathetic neurons were maintained with NGF on their
distal axons for 6 DIV, followed by the removal of this NGF. The neurons were then stimulated
with medium alone, NGF, or GDNF only on their distal axons. The percentage of surviving
neurons (A) or the percentage of neurons undergoing apoptosis (B) was determined after 4 or
2 d of stimulation, respectively. The data are graphed as the mean � SEM from two indepen-
dent cultures of three to four chambers for each condition. N.S., No statistically significant
difference.

Figure 6. Sensory neurons express a higher ratio of Ret9 to Ret51, in contrast to sympathetic
neurons. A, DRG sensory neurons that were maintained in NGF for 8 DIV and SCG neurons that
were maintained in NGF for 6 DIV were washed and whole-cell extracted. The ratio of Ret9 to
Ret51 was compared between DRG and SCG neurons by immunoblotting with Ret9-selective
and Ret51-selective antibodies. Actin immunoblotting served as a loading control. Because of
the inherently different sensitivities of the Ret9 and Ret51 antibodies, the absolute abundance
of Ret9 and Ret51 cannot be ascertained in this manner. B, DRG neurons maintained in NGF
were subjected to cell surface biotinylation or to the buffer alone for 30 min. The neurons were
then washed thoroughly and detergent extracted, and biotinylated proteins were isolated us-
ing streptavidin agarose (SA). The remaining intracellular pool of Ret51 was then isolated from
the streptavidin pulldown supernatants by Ret51 immunoprecipitation. These precipitations
were analyzed by Ret51 immunoblotting, and the supernatants were immunoblotted with
actin antibodies to confirm the analysis of similar amounts of protein. Mr, Molecular weight; W,
Western blot.
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speculated that the levels of Ret9 are not sufficient to propagate a
stable retrograde signal from the distal axons. Although Ret9 can
be detected in the distal axons of SCG neurons (Fig. 3A), the
relative amounts cannot be compared using these different anti-
bodies to Ret9 and Ret51. To test the hypothesis that the level of
Ret9 expression limits the retrograde GFL-mediated survival of
sympathetic neurons, we examined knock-in mice that express

only Ret9 without any Ret51 (Ret9 monoisoformic mice). Sym-
pathetic neurons from either Ret�/� or Ret 9/9 mice were estab-
lished in compartmentalized cultures until their axons emerged
in the separate fluid compartments. There were no obvious mor-
phological differences between Ret�/� neurons and Ret 9/9 neu-
rons when their survival was maintained with NGF (data not
shown). When Ret 9/9 neurons were stimulated with NGF only on
the distal axons, their survival was equivalent to NGF-treated
Ret�/� neurons (Fig. 5A). Likewise, deprivation of NGF from the
distal axons of these neurons lead to their equivalent apoptotic
death, regardless of the amount of Ret9 that was expressed (Fig.
5A). Interestingly, GDNF applied only to the distal axons of
Ret 9/9 neurons promoted their survival robustly and was equiv-
alent to NGF provided to the distal axons (Fig. 5A). This was in
contrast to Ret�/� neurons in which no significant survival was
observed after 4 d of GDNF treatment on the distal axons (Fig.
5A). Identical results were observed when the percentage of apo-
ptosis was measured rather than survival (Fig. 5B). These data
indicate that the considerably lower expression of Ret9 in SCG
neurons, compared with Ret51, limits the survival of these neu-
rons in response to target-derived GDNF because of the rapid
degradation of the Ret51 isoform.

Sensory neurons express a higher ratio of Ret9 compared with
Ret51 than sympathetic neurons
To ascertain why sensory neurons, unlike sympathetic neurons,
are supported by GDNF when only activating receptors on their

axons, the relative extent of Ret9 and
Ret51 expression was examined. Whole-
cell extracts were produced from primary
SCG and DRG neurons maintained in
NGF for 6 –9 DIV. These extracts were
then analyzed for the expression of Ret9
and Ret51 by immunoblotting using anti-
bodies specific for each Ret isoform. Al-
though sympathetic and sensory neurons
expressed both Ret9 and Ret51, DRG neu-
rons expressed lower amounts of both of
these receptors compared with sympa-
thetic neurons (Fig. 6A). In DRG neu-
rons, a significant amount of a smaller
form of Ret51 was sometimes observed in
mass cultures (Fig. 6A), which is likely an
immature form of Ret that is not fully gly-
cosylated. Three independent cultures of
SCG and DRG neurons were analyzed for
mature, fully glycosylated Ret9 and Ret51
expression, and these immunoblots were
quantified. These analyses revealed that
the relative ratio of Ret9/Ret51 was almost
twofold higher in sensory neurons com-
pared with sympathetic neurons (mean �
SEM of 1.37 � 0.69 in DRGs vs 0.82 � 0.46
in SCG neurons; significantly different with
p � 0.01), indicating that a higher percent-
age of Ret9 is expressed in sensory neu-

rons than is Ret51. To determine whether the smaller form of
Ret51 expressed in DRG neurons is an immature form of Ret51
that has not reached the plasma membrane, cell surface biotiny-
lation was performed. Primary DRG neurons were exposed to
either a membrane-impermeant, cell surface biotinylation re-
agent or vehicle alone, and cell-surface-labeled proteins were
then isolated using streptavidin agarose. The remaining intracel-

Figure 7. Ret51 is not rapidly degraded in sensory neurons. Primary cultures of DRG and SCG
neurons were maintained in NGF for 8 or 6 DIV, respectively, and then stimulated with GDNF for
the lengths of time indicated above the immunoblots. Ret51 was immunoprecipitated from
each condition and analyzed by immunoblotting for phosphotyrosine or total Ret51. Actin
served as a loading control for the immunoblotting. This experiment was performed three times
with similar results. IP, Immunoprecipitation; Mr, molecular weight; W, Western blot.

Figure 8. Proposed mechanism of GFL signal transduction from the axons of peripheral neurons. In SCG neurons, GFL-
dependent activation of Ret results in the rapid degradation of Ret by the proteasomes of axons. This eliminates the possibility of
the retrograde transport of an active ligand–receptor complex, thereby limiting the effects of GFLs to local events such as axon
growth, guidance, and axonal maintenance. DRG sensory neurons, in contrast, do not degrade Ret51 during activation in axon
terminals. This allows for the retrograde transport of active GFL–Ret complexes that are capable of regulating biochemical events
in the cell body. Therefore, in DRG neurons, GDNF is capable of promoting survival and trophism of the cell body as well as local
events in axons.
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lular pool of Ret51 was immunoprecipitated from these superna-
tants, and both the cell surface and intracellular pools of Ret51
were visualized by Ret51 immunoblotting (Fig. 6B). The smaller
150 kDa form of Ret51 was not located on the cell surface and was
only present intracellularly, indicating that this is an immature
form of Ret51. It should be noted that this immature form of
Ret51 is not always detected in DRG neurons (as in Fig. 3C), and
the regulation Ret51 maturation and trafficking are currently
under investigation. Together, because Ret9 is degraded more
slowly than Ret51, the relatively higher amount of Ret9 present in
DRG neurons may account for the differences seen in the survival
of DRG neurons when stimulated with GDNF on the distal
axons.

Ret51 is degraded during activation more slowly in sensory
neurons than in sympathetic neurons
Although a higher ratio of Ret9 to Ret51 may contribute the
differential effects of GDNF on sensory neurons compared with
sympathetic neurons, this does not explain the observation that
activated Ret51 was more stable in the axons of DRG neurons
than in SCG neurons (Fig. 3B,C). To determine whether the
kinetics of Ret51 degradation after its activation are different
between SCG and DRG neurons, a time course of GDNF treat-
ment was performed. Both sympathetic and sensory neurons
were treated with GDNF for 15 min, 1 h, 3 h, or 6 h, and the levels
of Ret51 and activated Ret51 were determined. Ret51 was acti-
vated robustly in both SCG and DRG neurons within 15 min (Fig.
7). In sensory neurons, the level of Ret51 activation and Ret51
protein remained essentially unchanged after 6 h of GDNF stim-
ulation (Fig. 7). In contrast, Ret activation declined significantly
in sympathetic neurons, along with the level of Ret protein (Fig.
7). Quantification of immunoblots from two independent exper-
iments indicated that �20% of Ret51 remained after 6 h of
GDNF exposure in sympathetic neurons. These data indicate that
Ret51 is degraded more rapidly in sympathetic neurons com-
pared with sensory neurons, suggesting that differences in how
sympathetic and sensory neurons process Ret51 during its acti-
vation dictates the extent of retrograde GDNF signaling.

Discussion
Peripheral neurons project axons across tremendous distances to
reach their correct targets. This study was initiated to better un-
derstand how neurotrophic factors, such as GDNF, both guide
axons en route and support the survival and maintenance of these
neurons when making their proper connections. The long-term
survival of sympathetic neurons was not supported by GDNF
provided to their distal axons, in contrast to sensory neurons that
were supported equally well by GDNF provided to either their
cell bodies or axons. The retrograde appearance of activated Ret
in the cell bodies when only distal axons were stimulated was
observed in sensory neurons but not in sympathetic neurons,
which correlated with the retrograde survival effects of GDNF
(Fig. 8). A heightened expression of the Ret9 isoform of Ret,
which is degraded considerably more slowly after its activation
than Ret51, in sympathetic neurons enabled them to survive in
response to target-derived GDNF. Consistent with the notion
that the degradation of Ret in sympathetic neurons limited the
long-distance signaling effects of GDNF, inhibition of proteaso-
mal degradation of Ret in axons promoted both the retrograde
transport of activated Ret and the retrograde survival of SCG
neurons. Interestingly, sensory neurons expressed a greater pro-
portion of Ret9 than Ret51 and also did not degrade Ret51 during
its activation to the same extent as sympathetic neurons did. It is

therefore likely that degradation pathways in neurons control
whether growth factor signals are limited to regulating local
events or are capable of promoting long-distance functions such
as the survival and phenotypic maintenance of the neuronal cell
body.

A previous study investigated the role of GDNF in the retro-
grade survival of sympathetic neurons in vitro using compart-
mentalized cultures and demonstrated the retrograde survival of
SCG neurons by GDNF and the retrograde movement of GDNF
and GFR�1 itself (Coulpier and Ibanez, 2004). Interestingly, this
previous study examined the survival of SCG neurons after 9 –10
DIV and the retrograde movement of GDNF at 15 DIV, a period
during which the ability of NGF to inhibit the internalization and
degradation of activated Ret is emerging (Tsui-Pierchala et al.,
2002a). In the results reported here, younger neurons were exam-
ined such that they were still highly growth factor dependent and
closer to their developmental period of GFL-dependent axon
guidance. These studies, when taken together, suggest that the
responsiveness of a given neuron to target-derived neurotrophic
factors depends on their developmental stage because of regu-
lated alterations in receptor trafficking/degradation pathways.

The dramatic differences we observed between SCG and DRG
neurons are in keeping with the physiological function of the
GFLs in these neurons. Embryonic sympathetic neurons are
guided by ARTN produced by the vasculature en route to their
final targets (Honma et al., 2002). NGF acts as the target-derived
survival factor for sympathetic neurons (Levi-Montalcini, 1987),
and both ARTN and NT-3 likely only provide guidance informa-
tion and promote axon growth, but do not support survival,
during the process of axon pathfinding (Honma et al., 2002;
Kuruvilla et al., 2004). Indeed, we found that GFLs were not
capable of supporting the survival of sympathetic neurons when
only activating Ret receptors on axons. Many postnatal DRG
nociceptive neurons, conversely, after making the proper target
connections, upregulate Ret and GFR�s and become responsive
to target-derived GDNF and NRTN and require them for their
postnatal maintenance (Molliver et al., 1997; Luo et al., 2007).
Consistent with the physiological roles of these GFLs, DRG neu-
rons were supported equally well by GDNF regardless of whether
it activated receptors on axons or cell bodies.

The results reported here highlight the principle that subcel-
lular growth factor signaling mechanisms dictate the physiology
and development of peripheral neurons. Furthermore, these data
indicate that the phenotypic response of a particular population
of neurons to a neurotrophic factor in their environment may not
be applicable to all neurons that express the same receptors. This
spatial regulation of axonal signaling is critically important when
considering the etiology of neurodegenerative diseases. During
the progression of Alzheimer’s disease, for example, axonal dys-
function and degeneration precedes neuronal loss. Neurodegen-
erative diseases often impact protein turnover and retrograde
transport, suggesting that part of their etiology is the impairment
of retrograde neurotrophic pathways required for neuronal
maintenance. Therefore, the development of therapeutic inter-
ventions based on the use of neurotrophic factors will need to
take into consideration whether the growth factor of interest only
promotes local trophic effects or retrograde signaling as well.
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